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tea forté is presented at premier properties worldwide

MANDARAIN ORIENTAL  RIVIERA MAYA  BANYAN TREE (SELECT PROPERTIES)  WYNN LAS VEGAS  WYNN ENCORE  

OMNI HOTELS  WALDORF ASTORIA COLLECTION PROPERTIES (SELECT PROPERTIES)  W HOTELS  ONE & ONLY 

NASSAU  FOUR SEASONS SPAS (SELECT PROPERTIES)  MAYFLOWER INN & SPA  INTERCONTINENTAL HOTELS 

(SELECT PROPERTIES)  THE POINT  ACQUALINA RESORT & SPA  THE RITZ-CARLTON (SELECT PROPERTIES)  THE 

WAUWINET INN  EMIRATES PALACE ABU DHABI  SOFITEL ST. JAMES LONDON  FOUR SEASONS LONDON  BERKELEY 

HOTEL, LONDON  TRIANON PALACE, VERSAILLES  HOTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE, PARIS  FOUR SEASONS GEORGE V, 

PARIS  GSTAAD PALACE, SWITZERLAND LANGHAM HOTEL THE GANSEVOORT HOTELS  CAESARS PALACE  LOEWS 

HOTELS  GRAND DEL MAR  WENTWORTH BY THE SEA  ROSEWOOD SAND HILL  SANCTUARY ON CAMELBACK  

GRAND HYATT  TRUMP INTERNATIONAL  ATLANTIS RESORT  JW MARRIOTT  CONRAD HOTEL  THE HAY-ADAMS  

WEST BADEN SPRINGS HOTEL  OLD EDWARDS INN & SPA  LE MERIDIEN



Tea Forté takes great pride in offering only the finest 

tea leaves in the world. There are no compromises. The 

teas we choose to offer represent less than 1% of all 

the teas available and yield diverse, subtle flavors that 

cannot be found in other tea offerings. The dedication 

and determination to present the definitive cup of tea 

the exceptional tea experience

Exclusive house purveyor of fine tea to The James Beard Foundation

starts by working directly with the growers who share 

our passion to produce extraordinary teas. Our ultra-

premium teas are the heart of the rich tea experience. 

We invite you to present the Tea Forté experience to 

your guests and watch as they rejoice in the beauty and 

pure taste of our exquisite teas.
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signature 
pyramids
Combining serenity and sophistication 

with an appreciation for great artistry, Tea 

Forté’s handcrafted pyramid tea infuser 

is the quintessential experience. Placed 

into a cup, the infuser is designed to allow 

the delicate leaves to luxuriantly unfurl in

the hot water, offering up their  

complex characteristics, producing  

a deliciously aromatic and  

flavorful cup.

These compact boxes hold 48 infusers  
sealed in four freshness trays of twelve.  
A brief description and steeping specifics 
are on each end label.

pyramid bulk packs

1 BOX PER CASE  •  48 INFUSERS PER BOX
MEASURES: 17.8 L X 8.4 D X 24.9 H (CM)

16015

16019

WHITE AMBROSIA

WHITE GINGER PEAR

white tea

green tea

16018

16011

16022 

16002

16012

GREEN MANGO PEACH K  

JASMINE GREEN  K  

MOROCCAN MINT  K

OASIS  K

SENCHA  K  

black tea

BOMBAY CHAI  K

DECAF BREAKFAST  K

EARL GREY  K  

ENGLISH BREAKFAST  K  

ESTATE DARJEELING  K  

ORANGE PEKOE  K

16014

16010

16003

16008

16016

16007 16017

16023

16005

16004

16001

16020

herbal tea

AFRICAN SOLSTICE  K

BLUEBERRY MERLOT K   

CHAMOMILE CITRON   

CITRUS MINT  K  

GINGER LEMONGRASS  K  

RASPBERRY NECTAR

 K  = Certified Kosher          = Certified Organic
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This sustainable bamboo kitchen 
stand keeps blends organized for fast 
and easy back-of-the-house access. 
Holds up to ten freshness trays from 
our pyramid bulk packs. 

A modern approach to tableside or banquet 
presentation. Hardwood tray with polished 
metal inlays. Holds 24 infusers.

presentation tray

20009   EBONY BLACK  1 CASE PACK
 MEASURES: 31.8 L X 22.9. D X 2 H (CM)

20013    SUSTAINABLE BAMBOO  1 CASE PACK
 MEASURES: 31.8 L X 22.9. D X 2 H (CM)

Tea knowledge equals unparalleled experience. 
Includes basic tea fundamentals and Tea Forté 
serving specifics. View our tea training video at 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2CNKjLmUjLQ 

online training

30266    1 CASE PACK 
MEASURES: 24.1 L X 
18.5 D X 29.9 H (CM)  

kitchen stand

tea menu cover

An elegant, black, faux leather menu cover 
with embossed Tea Forté logo. Corner 
tabs display customizable tea menus 
(available separately; see right for details).

99485 6 CASE PACK
 MEASURES: 12.7 L X 1.3 D X 30.2 H (CM)

pyramid accessories

customizable tea menu

Impress your guests with our easy-to-print, 
customizable Tea Forté menus; a perfect 
fit inside our Tea Menu Cover. Include your 
logo and up to twenty Tea Forté blends. 

CREATE YOUR MENUS ONLINE:  
www.teaforte.com/tea-menu
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The classic lines of a traditional tea service 

are updated with contemporary square 

forms. A sophisticated porcelain ensemble 

dramatically presented on a sleek, ebonized 

hardwood tray.

solstice 
presentation

The porcelain Solstice teapot is at home 
in any setting. A hole in the lid reveals our 
signature leaf. 360 ml.

Sleek, modern and jet black. This ebonized 
hardwood tray showcases the Solstice 
presentation.

This elegant porcelain teacup is 
complemented by a contemporary square 
saucer. Styled to coordinate with the 
Solstice Teapot. 180 ml.

solstice teapot

solstice teacup & saucer

tribeca ebony tray

20713   6 CASE PACK   

20715   6 CASE PACK   

30413   6 CASE PACK   
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Serenity and focus, design and function. Tea Forté’s 

handblown glassware is aesthetically pleasing and 

highly functional. Each piece showcases the beauty 

of our handcrafted infusers and jewel-like teas.

sontu® presentation

A stunning presentation in hand blown glass. 
Our signature leaf and stem are revealed 
through a custom hole in the lid. 360 ml.

sontu teapot

30407   4 CASE PACK   

A wide rim, hand blown glass cup that sits 
on a dramatic, oversized saucer. 180 ml.

sontu teacup & saucer

30406   4 CASE PACK   

This innovative double-wall glass keeps 
your tea hot while remaining cool to the 
touch. 300 ml.

poom double-wall glass

30412   4 CASE PACK   

café cup 
presentation

An elegant porcelain teacup ensemble. The 
custom cover keeps the tea hot while steeping 
and reveals our signature leaf. Lid easily 
converts to saucer. Serves 240 ml.

This artful, bamboo serving tray is designed 
to generously hold a Café Cup, Tea Tray and 
Sugar & Creamer. 

Our porcelain Sugar & Creamer combine 
natural forms with geometric simplicity.  
Available as a set.

café cup

Our Tea Trays are perfect for capturing drips 
after steeping.

30409   16 CASE PACK

tea tray

sugar & creamer set

bamboo oval tray

20603   6 CASE PACK   

30403   6 CASE PACK   

30405   6 CASE PACK   

Transform every cup of tea into a ritual of calm 

and focus with our custom designed Café Cup 

collection. 
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Flash-chill the freshest iced tea with this dramatic tableside presentation. 

The perfect upsell, or in-room dining experience.

tea over ice®

16713  ceylon gold  K  

  For serious refreshment, this tea raises the bar  
on a well known classic.

16714  blood orange
  An enlivening black tea with the distinct sweet 

taste of the Moro “deep blood orange”. 

16717  mango peach
  Superior green tea blended with cooling 

peppermint leaves, mango nectar and sweet peach.

16716  ginger pear
  An alluring blend of white tea and pear, with a 

balanced tone of ginger.

16715  raspberry nectar
  A luscious, juicy, raspberry blend that steeps a 

dramatic and flavorful cup.

1 BOX PER CASE  •  40 INFUSERS PER BOX
MEASURES: 24.6 L X 9.9 D X 26.9 H (CM)

iced tea bulk packs
Each box holds 40 infusers in four freshness 
trays of ten each. Brief description and steeping 
specifics on each end label.

4 CASE PACK 
MEASURES: 15.2 L X 15.2 D X 34 H (CM) 

20927   TOP PITCHER AND LID

20928   BOTTOM PITCHER 

20933   SPARE LID

pitcher set
Two sculpturally designed, heat resistant glass 
pitchers stack for a dramatic table side presentation.  
Place the signature pyramid in the top pitcher for a 
concentrated steep. Pour over ice in front of guest for 
the freshest iced tea ever. Serves 700 ml.

 K  = Certified Kosher          = Certified Organic
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15125 BLACK CHERRY   

15121 BLOOD ORANGE  K  

15166 BOMBAY CHAI  K

15123 CARAMEL NOUGAT  K  

15124 CHOCOLATE ROSE  K    
15141 DARJEELING QUINCE  K  

15154 EARL GREY  K  

15159 ENGLISH BREAKFAST  K  

15168 ESTATE DARJEELING  K  

15144 HAZELNUT TRUFFLE 

15122 PEACH BRÛLÉE  K  

15170 GREEN MANGO PEACH  K  

15163 JASMINE GREEN  K  

15185 MOROCCAN MINT  K 

15164 SENCHA  K  

15139 ORANGE JASMINE  K  

15140 MOUNTAIN OOLONG  K  

15167 WHITE AMBROSIA

15138 VANILLA PEAR   

15177 WHITE GINGER PEAR

15169 AFRICAN SOLSTICE  K

15156 CHAMOMILE CITRON   

15155 CITRUS MINT  K  

15149 GINGER LEMONGRASS  K  

15181 RASPBERRY NECTAR

15142 LEMON LAVENDER  K  

black tea oolong tea

green tea

herbal tea

white tea

loose leaf tea  
Garden to cup… sourced from the world’s finest tea gardens, 

these exceptional blends of fresh, sustainably harvested leaves, 

herbs, fruits and flowers yield the ultimate cup. 

loose leaf tea canisters

Recyclable, air-tight steel canisters filled 
with our most called-for blends.

4 CANISTERS PER CASE 
APPROXIMATELY 150 SERVINGS PER CASE 
MEASURES: 7.6 L X 7.6 D X 14 H (CM)

 K  = Certified Kosher          = Certified Organic

Serving loose leaf tea has never been easier. Our tea tools are both  

functional and stylish, offering everything you need to introduce your 

guests to an enhanced loose tea service.

loose tea accessories

forté tea press

Add a touch of glass to the guest 
experience with the Forté Tea Press.  
Distinctively designed, the plunger-style 
method steeps the rich, full-bodied 
character of our premium teas with 
elegance and ease. Contemporary, 
polished-plated stainless steel with 
black accents. Steeps 355 ml.

20992   4 CASE PACK
MEASURES: 11.4 L X 8.4 D X 18 H (CM)

icon loose tea infuser

Remove the silicone base, fill the 
stainless steel pyramid with loose tea 
and replace the base before steeping.

20698   10 CASE PACK  
MEASURES: 7.6 L X 3.8 D X 20 H (CM)
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leaf tea menu
Tea Forté takes great pride in offering only the finest tea leaves in the world. There are no compromises. 

The teas we choose to offer represent less than 1% of all the teas available and yield diverse, subtle flavors 

that cannot be found in other tea offerings. The dedication and determination to present the definitive 

cup of tea starts by working directly with the growers who share our passion to produce exceptional teas. 

Our ultra-premium teas are the heart of the rich tea experience. We invite you to present the exceptional 

Tea Forté experience.

hazelnut truffle
Rich dark chocolate 

with hints of hazelnut.

orange pekoe
Rich in flavor, yet mellow  

and fulfilling. Simply delicious.

K

decaf breakfast
Lush and satisfying  
with a raisiny depth.

K

bombay chai
Rich Imperial spices for  

a flavorful cup of exotica.

K

black cherry
Exotic with the taste of  

vanilla, licorice and cherries.

blood orange
A crisp-tart cup with the 

blush of Moro orange.

K

earl grey
Assam leaves with a  

liquoring of citrus bergamot.

K

chocolate rose
An indulgent, chocolate 

taste and pleasing floral finish.

K

caramel nougat
Creamy caramel and roasted 
hazelnut with a buttery finish.

K

english breakfast
Robust and entrancing.  

Enjoy with a splash of milk.

K

estate darjeeling
A bright floral cup, 

delicious and fragrant.

K

peach brûlée
Sweet peaches with a 

lingering tropical finish.

K

mountain oolong
A deep, dark oolong with 
the lush taste of peach.

K

green mango peach
Heady nectar of mangos 

and lush sweet peach.

K

darjeeling quince
A bright cup with floral 
muscat and fruity notes.

K

jasmine green
Prized, intoxicatingly fragrant, 

jasmine blossom green tea.

K
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ginger lemongrass
Citrusy herbs blended with an 

enlivening tingle of ginger.

raspberry nectar
The taste of raspberries with 
ruby-hued hibiscus flowers.

chamomile citron
Soothing blend of flower 

blossoms with a zest of citrus.

white ambrosia
White tea with sweet notes of 

vanilla and island coconut.

white ginger pear
Pai MuTan white tea with sweet 

pear and zingy ginger.

moroccan mint
Refreshing, hand-rolled green 

tea and cooling nana mint.

K

african solstice
A rooibos herb blend of sweet 

berries and blossoms.

K

blueberry merlot
The taste of succulent blue-
berries with a wisp of sage.

orange jasmine
Fragrant with exotic jasmine 

and sunny orange notes.

K

sencha
A soothing taste with 

fresh green vegetal notes.

K

K

citrus mint
A refreshing infusion of 
 peppermint and citrus.

K

S
P

E
C

I A L T Y  F

O
O

D

A
S

S
O C I A T I O

N

GOLD AWARD
SOFI
WINNER

vanilla pear
Rare white tea, mellow with 

vanilla and a taste of fresh pear.

K

lemon lavender
Relaxing chamomile with sun-
blessed lavender and citrus.

K

Certified  
Kosher

Kblack tea
3-5 minutes

contains caffeine

green tea
2-3 minutes 

some caffeine

white tea
3-5 minutes

very little caffeine

herbal tea
5+ minutes

caffeine free

oolong tea
3-5 minutes 

contains caffeine

tea forté is the proud house purveyor to

the james beard foundation



23  BRADFORD STREET,   CONCORD,  M A  0 174 2   •   + 1 . 978 . 3 69 .7777

W W W.T E A F O R T E . C O M   •   I N T E R N AT I O N A L @ T E A F O R T E . C O M

ITEM#99532 WHOLESALE


